MADE IN GREECE

CEILING MOUNTED
AND DOWNLIGHTS

MP ILLUMINATION - MARINOS PATRIKIOS,
specialises in designing, manufacturing and
producing indoor and outdoor architectural
lighting fittings and luminairy systems.
Operating since 1973, the company’s
successful progress lies in the excellent
knowledge of lighting technology, the use of
high-engineering performance and safety
standards, and the modern aesthetic designs.
The lighting fittings of MP ILLUMINATION
are manufactured, checked and tested in
compliance to the general standard of the
European Union for lighting fittings EN-60598
and they are CE marked on their bodies and
packing boxes. The safety testing of MP’s
lighting fittings were carried out at ELOT testing
laboratories. Furthermore, MP ILLUMINATION

is certified with ISO 9001 from DQS GERMANY,
for the quality management system processes
and internal activities. Moreover, the company
offers the possibility of OEM services, by
producing special lighting fittings according to
customer’s needs.
MP ILLUMINATION promotes its ecological
conscience and invests in energy saving
technologies. MP is a shareholder of
FOTOKYKLOSI S.A., a recycling company for
lighting fittings and lamps approved by the
MINISTRY of ENVIRONMENT & ENERGY.
The company’s central offices, showroom and
factory are situated at Skaramangas Industrial
area, very close to Skaramangas shipyards, in
privately owned premises of 7.000m².

WHO WE ARE

Downlights and ceiling mounted luminaires are
available in different shapes, as parallelogram,
round, square, and versions, as movable or fixed,
thus they offer a variety of implementations in
general and decorative lighting.

TRACKLIGHT

waterproof projectors for outdoors use
decorative wall fixed waterproof fittings
garden lights
street lights
waterproof ground buried fittings
led lights
lighting fittings for T5 fluorescent lamps
downlights for PL & HQI lamps for indoors use
pendant lights
appliques recessed or external
projectors for indoors use
tracklights
spotlights for ceiling and concrete constructions
marine lighting fittings for use at ships, yachts, shipyards
special products on customer’s design (OEM)

WHAT WE DO

Track lighting fittings are
attached anywhere on a
continuous track device
and produce a wide
or narrow light effect
according to the beam
angle. Track lights are
available in a broad variety
of models, are suitable
for many lamp types and
are offered with or without
incorporated ballast.
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GARDEN LIGHTS
Luminaires of this type are mostly
used for lighting corridors, walkways,
gardens, houses, shops, shopping
centers, and building surrounding
areas. They are available in various
body heights and are suitable for
many lamp types. Use of special
lenses or led lighting systems result
to a narrow or wide beam lighting
effect, producing a remarkable
lighting output.

LIGHTING
DESIGN&
ENGINEERING
MP ILLUMINATION’s R&D Department of Architectural
Lighting Fittings is consisted of engineers and designers
following a 5 phase process:
Schematic Design,
Design Development,
Technical Documentation,
Quality Control Tests
Implementation
Even though lighting technology is fast-paced and new
developments are introduced a few times each year, in
every phase of the process MP’s experts apply all latest
principles of qualitative and safe lighting engineering.

PROJECTORS
Waterproof decorative projectors are
suitable for lighting building facades,
shops, houses, gardens, public
areas, and other surrounding areas.
According to their beam, they offer
general lighting or spot lighting for
highlighting architectural details.

LIGHTING
STUDY&
CONSULTING
MP ILLUMINATION’s Lighting Design team provides unique
lighting studies, in addition to energy saving and consumption
reduction proposals. MP’s design team is specialized in
interior and exterior lighting designing and consulting.

FRAMELESS
Frameless lighting fittings are made of plaster or die cast-aluminum. Their competitive advantage is that instead of
being independent and obvious objects, they become part of the false-ceiling, creating minimal aesthetic result.

LED LIGHTING

LED technology is used in a wide range of luminaires in order to maximize energy saving, without reducing
luminous efficiency. The latest led modules are very powerful, ensure long-life duration without the need of
continuous service and potential recycling.

THINK
GREEN
CHOOSE
ECO
LIGHTING
Our prime principle is to design and develop lighting
fixtures of high quality standards that incorporate
energy saving lamps and latest LED technologies,
aiming towards reduction of power consumption and
promotion of environmental protection.

EXPLORE
OUR
PRODUCTS
LEARN MORE
ABOUT OUR WORK

7.000m2 OF PRIVATELY OWNED FACTORY PREMISES
MORE THAN 2.000 UNIQUE PRODUCT CODES
CUSTOM-MADE DESIGN SOLUTIONS

WALL FIXED &
GROUND BURIED
Waterproof fittings of this
category are installed
at verandas, corridors,
external walkways and any
type of building facades,
either in recessed or
external versions. They
are mainly produced from
die-cast aluminum, brass
or inox stainless steel and
they are available in a wide
range, suitable for direct or
indirect lighting, as well as
for darklight output.

MP’s production line consists of more than fifteen
categories that cover the complete range of indoor
and outdoor luminaires, ideal for every demanding
application, such as company offices, commercial
centers, museums, airports, hospitals, public
buildings, hotels, educational institutions, modern
residences, public spaces, streets, ships, factories.
Examples of recent international projects
MP ILLUMINATION participated in are listed bellow:
SEVERAL AREAS OF ABU DHABI AIRPORT - UAE
SKY COURT BUDAPEST AIRPORT - HUNGARY
ABU DHABI SORBONNE UNIVERSITY - UAE
FOOD VILLAGE LARNACA AIRPORT - CYPRUS
FOOD VILLAGE ATHENS INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT - GREECE
PRIVATE VILLAS - SEYCHELLES
AL BARRARI GROUP OF RESIDENCES - UAE
AL JIMMI MALL - UAE
DUSIT HOTEL - UAE
KHALIFA PORT - UAE
DOPA BUILDING - UAE
PARK HYATT HOTEL - UAE
FIRST GULF BANK - UAE
AL RAHA BEACH - UAE
GLOBAL BUILDING - UAE
ZAYED UNIVERSITY - UAE
AL RAWDHA PALACE - UAE
RITZ CARLTON HOTEL - EGYPT
6TH OF OCTOBER PROJECT - EGYPT
CITY STARS PROJECT - EGYPT
HILTON HOTEL DEAD SEA RESORT - JORDAN
EMIRATES PARK TOWER HOTEL- UAE
BATEEN PALACE- UAE
ALYA HOTEL - UAE
MARASY PROJECT - UAE
FIRST GULF BANK - UAE
AL RAHA BEACH DEVELOPMENT - UAE
RUWAIS PALACE - UAE
SORBONNE UNIVERSITY - UAE
AQABA PROJECT - JORDAN
KING ABDULLAH PARK - JORDAN
AL AIN SCHOOLS - UAE
FUTURE SCHOOLS - UAE
AL AIN STADIUM - UAE
SCHOOLS PROJECT - DENMARK

FLUORESCENT
The luminaires of this category
diffuse general light into the space
and are used in commercial
places, working or storage spaces,
showroom areas as well as public
areas. They are installed as wallfixed, ceiling mounted, pendant,
downlight or uplight fittings.
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www.mpillumination.com

FACTORY
Pentagion & Tritonos Str.
Skaramangas 12462 | Athens | Greece
Τ. +30 210 5577445 | +30 210 5570430 | F. +30 210 5579878
FACTORY SHOWROOM
Palaska 8 Str. | Skaramangas 12462 | Athens | Greece
Τ. +30 210 5582587 | +30 210 5582588 | F. +30 210 5571047

